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TIGER - Chinese name: HU - Ranking Order - Third - Hours ruled by the Tiger: 3am to 5am
Direction of this sign East-Northeast - Season and principle month: Winter - February

Fixed Element: Wood



The Tiger, the living symbol of strength and power, gene-
rally inspires fear and respect. Tigers‘ compelling dyna-
mism, intense activity, independence and curiosity about 
others make them irresistible, persons of multiple charms; 
Tigers attract followers and admirers. The Tiger is cou-
rageous, active and self-assured, and makes an excellent 
leader and protector. However liberal-minded Tigers may 
be, they are passionate, rash, and resist the authority of 
others. Although they are selfish in the little things, they 
are capable of great generosity, even of altruism, in the lar-
ger. Tigers are men and women of action, thrust by destiny 
into the spotlight.

Tigers are fearless creatures in as much as they blind them-
selves to dangers and impetuously rush in where more 
cautious individuals would fear to tread. Outspoken in the 
face of injustice, their strong humanitarian instincts will 
not allow them to pass by if they see a wrong perpetrated 
upon another.

Tigers tend to renounce confining traditional roles, opting 
for a more unfettered life. With a wide ranging mind, they 
can adopt any number of careers. Their many experiences 
serve to enrich their life and add depth to their nature. Ma-
terial benefits matter little to them.

Tigers have an inborn magnetic personality that attracts 
people to them like bees to honey. Warm-hearted, sociable 
and friendly, they are characterized by their frank, honest 
and open approach. Their immense kindness and gene-
rosity will always shine through except when crossed or 

backed into a corner, for then they can become vehement 
and ferocious.

Solitude is often the price Tigers pay for their position of 
authority, but they become accustomed to it. Better still, 
they draw on the experience, gaining new energies and 
great strength.

Chinese say the life of a Tiger born at night will be less 
hectic than that of Tigers born after dawn and above all, 
those born around midday. It will be a stormy life full of 
dangers, but the Tiger will never be bored. 

Neither Night Tiger nor Day Tiger will have an easy life. 
The Western term for a particularly fierce woman is „dra-
gon lady,“ but the Chinese call her an „old tiger lady.“ For 
this reason some Chinese avoid having children in the Ti-
ger Year -- for fear of having a daughter.

The lucky Tiger represents the greatest power on earth, 
and is the emblem of protection for human life. A Tiger 
in the house minimizes the Three Great Risks -- thieves, 
fire, and evil spirits. If there are two Tigers in the house, 
however, one of them has to go!

He finds it hard to contain his boundless energy and en-
thusiasm. He is always ready for action and movement. 
His energy gives him a dramatic theaticality as he does 
nothing by half-measures. He is independent, unconventi-
onal and thoroughly optimistic.




